
 

 

DAIRY QUEEN EVAN THOMAS MEMORIAL TOURNAMENT 
15U AAA TOURNAMENT RULES 
Nutana Kiwanis Park, Saskatoon 

July 8 – 10, 2022 

  

1.   Rules and standings for the tournament will be governed by S.B.A. Rules and those listed below.  The S.B.A. 
tie-breaking procedures will be used to determine the standings if teams are tied after pool play except that 
tie-breaking games will not be played.  In the event of a tie, the SBA tie-breaking rules will be followed.  

 (a) All games must be played to determine a winner and a loser. Ties will be broken using the procedure 
described in rule 7.   

  
2.  The last-named team is the HOME team except where it is indicated on the game schedule that a coin toss 

will determine HOME team.  The HOME team will occupy the third base bench.   
 
3. NINE MAN BASEBALL WITH RE-ENTRY RULES ** Taken from 2022 Sask Baseball Handbook pgs 23-24 
 Modified 9 Man Baseball for 13U and 15U Baseball  - Will be used in all playoff and championship games in 

the 13U AAA and 15U AAA and AA Tier 1 divisions.  
 
  The Pitcher 

a) The starting pitcher is governed by the provisions of Official Baseball Rule 3.05  
b) All Baseball Sask pitching regulations are in effect. 
c) Once a pitcher is removed from the pitchers position (by another pitcher or pinch batter/runner),  
he may re-enter and play in another position, but he cannot pitch or catch again in that game. 
d) If the starting pitcher is removed from the game because of a second trip in the same inning, he  
may re-enter the game in any position except the pitcher position. 
 
Re-Entry Regulations 
a) Each of the 9 starting players may be withdrawn from the game and re-entered once at the  
discretion of the manager. 
b) A starting player may be withdrawn from the game and may re-enter only once. 
c) The starting player – when re-entered – must occupy the same batting position as he occupied  
when starting the game. 
d) A starting player and his substitute cannot be in the game at the same time. 
e) A substitute withdrawn from the game can never re-enter that game. 
f) A substitute may replace a substitute and the starting player may still re-enter for the substitute. 
g) Withdrawal and re-entry takes place only when a player has been removed from the game. 
 
Illegal Re-Entry 
a) If a player re-enters illegally as a pitcher, fielder or runner, there is no penalty except that he  
must be removed from the game immediately when discovered. 
b) If a player re-enters illegally as a batter, such illegal re-entry is penalized according to Official  
Baseball Rule 6.07 Batting Out of Order. 
 
Injury or Illness Policy 
Teams are allowed to re-enter a player into the game if there is an injury or illness. When there are no  
more players eligible to replace the injured player, the last able player removed from the game can  
replace the injured/ill player. Once an injured/ill player is replaced, he/she may not come back into that  
game. (1998) 

   
 
4. In each game:  
 (a)      If required by the Tournament Committee, the HOME team will supply a paper score keeper person 
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and the VISITOR team will supply a pitch count person. Teams will be notified 15 mins. prior to game 
time.  

 (b)  Team line ups are to be given to the scorekeeper 15 minutes before the start of a game.  Players' last 
names and numbers are required.  Players will bat in the order listed.   

 (c)  Teams will only be permitted an infield prior to game time if time permits for both teams.  Field 
preparation and diamond maintenance take priority over infields.  Ideally, if time permits, Home team 
will take infield 25 minutes prior to game time, Visiting 15 minutes prior to game time.  Infields should 
not push back game start times and if minimal available time exists, it should be shared equally.  Teams 
are encouraged to use open space adjacent to fields to warm up prior to games. 

 (d)  Coaches must inform the scorekeeper of each pitching change.  Scorekeepers should make coaches 
aware as pitches reach pitching limits.  

 (e)  Upon the completion of the game, the scorekeeper should record the game result and pitch counts on 
the game result sheet.  Coaches should sign the game record sheet at the end of the game to verify 
that the score and the pitch counts recorded are correct.  Scorekeepers are to return this sheet fully 
completed to the tournament table located by the concession immediately after each game.  

 (f)  Once the game record sheet has been submitted, whether signed or not, it will be considered correct 
and may not be disputed later. 

 
 5. (a)  Pitching limits for all play will be determined by pitch count. Required days of rest earned from 

previous pitching appearances are not set to zero for this tournament and do apply. 
 (b)   The pitching rules are: 
    Number of Pitches  Rest Period 
     1 -35   No rest required 
     36-50   1 day rest 
     51-65   2 days rest 
     66-80   3 days rest 
     81-95   4 days rest 
Maximum allowable pitches in a day  is 95.  A pitcher who has reached his or her maximum pitch limit (95 pitches) 
while facing a batter may continue pitching until that batter reaches base or is put out. Refer to the Baseball Sask 
website for further clarity on pitch count for this tournament.  
 (c)   Pitcher cannot pitch 3 consecutive days unless a pitcher’s first 2 days combined does not exceed: 15U: 35 
 (d)  Once a player assumes the position of pitcher, they cannot catch for the remainder of the day. 
 (e)  When a pitcher reaches the maximum number of pitches allowed for a threshold (see table above), 
he/she can complete the at-bat without the penalty on days of rest, as long as he/she does not pitch to another 
batter. In this situation, the number of pitches corresponding to the threshold reached will be indicated on the 
pitching log. The coach or manager needs to acknowledge this to the umpire at this moment prior to the next 
pitch. Umpire would then notify the scorekeeper. 
 
 
6. ALL GAMES WILL CONSIST OF SEVEN INNINGS but a game will be ruled complete: 

(a)    if five innings have been played and two hours have elapsed (i.e. a new inning will not be commenced 
two hours after the official starting time of the game).      

EXCEPTION: This time limit will not apply to semi-final and final games.  
 
The time limits will normally be counted from the scheduled starting time of the game.  However, if the 
tournament is running behind schedule, the starting time (for the purpose of the time limitation rules) will be 
the time MIDWAY between the scheduled starting time and the actual starting time of the game.  The 
umpires and the tournament organizing committee will determine the starting time for the purpose of time 
limitations and must announce this time at the plate meeting to the coaches and to the scorekeeper before 
game start.  If this is not done, the coaches should ask the umpire to state the official starting time of the 
game. The scorekeeper will record this time in the scorebook.  
  
(b)   if one team is ahead by 10 or more runs after five complete innings or any complete inning after that.  
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NOTE:  If the HOME team is leading by 10 or more runs after the VISITING team has completed its bat in 
the 5th or a subsequent inning, the game will be ruled complete and the HOME team will not bat.  

(c)    if one team is ahead by 15 or more runs after three complete innings or any complete inning after that.   
NOTE:  If the HOME team is leading by 15 or more runs after the VISITING team has completed its bat in the 
3rd or a subsequent inning, the game will be ruled complete and the HOME team will not bat.  

 (d) if a game is called because of poor weather and five innings have been played.  

 7.  If a game is tied after seven innings, tie-breaking innings will be played until a winner is determined. The 
following procedures will be implemented during extra innings:  

• Each team will begin the extra inning (and any subsequent necessary extra innings) with a player 
on first and second, no outs. (See example below to confirm who is on first and second)  

• The batting order of the extra inning or any subsequent innings will be determined by how the 
previous inning ended. (See example below to confirm who is at bat)  

• The traditional system of the visiting team hitting in the top of the inning and the home team 
hitting in the bottom of the inning will remain in effect until a winner is determined.  

Example: 
If the last regulation inning ends with the #6 hitter having the last plate appearance (PA), then the extra 
inning begins the #7 hitter at bat, and the #5 hitter at second base and the #6 hitter at first base 

 8. Only wood bats will be used.  All equipment must be kept off the playing area.  Equipment should be stored 
in or behind the player’s bench.  Footwear regulations found here. 
https://usercontent.one/wp/www.baseballsaskatoon.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Nutana-Baseball-
Park-Footwear-Requirements.pdf?media=1652822062  

 
9. There will be an Appeals Committee made up of Chair, Scott Thomas, the Umpire Rep and one other member 

of the Organising Committee.  Coaches are reminded that a judgement call by an umpire will not be disputed. 
 
10. All players and coaches are expected to follow the S.B.A. "CODE OF CONDUCT" and the "SAFETY 

REGULATIONS" outlined in the 2022 S.B.A. Annual Handbook.  Any action deemed unsportsmanlike shall be 
grounds for ejection.  This includes continued challenging of umpiring decisions.  A zero tolerance policy for 
verbal harassment of umpires by coaches and players is in effect. Offending individuals will be ejected. 

 
11. The team manager will be held responsible for the conduct of that team's spectators.  If the umpire judges 

that the spectators' behaviour is detrimental to the conduct of the game, the umpire will ask the team 
manager(s) to inform the spectators that the game will be called if such behaviour continues.   If the game is 
called, the offending team will forfeit the game (6-0 score, 4 defensive innings). 

 
12. Except as amended here, the rules in the Baseball Canada Rule Book (latest edition) and the 2022 SBA 

Handbook https://www.baseballsask.ca/assets/2022-baseball-sask-handbook.pdf  

https://usercontent.one/wp/www.baseballsaskatoon.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Nutana-Baseball-Park-Footwear-Requirements.pdf?media=1652822062
https://usercontent.one/wp/www.baseballsaskatoon.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Nutana-Baseball-Park-Footwear-Requirements.pdf?media=1652822062
https://www.baseballsask.ca/assets/2022-baseball-sask-handbook.pdf

